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SHOCK-INDUCED NOISE IN 2D SUB- AND SUPERSONIC MIXING LAYERS

J. Schulze 1 , Ch. Schaupp 1 , J. Sesterhenn 1, R. Friedrich 1 , J. Berland 2 , Ch.
Bogey 2 and D. Juvé 2
Abstract. A numerical code solving acoustic analogies to predict shock-induced noise is developed.
Both Lighthill’s analogy and the one of Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings (FWH) are implemented and
compared to the acoustic far field of the direct numerical simulation (DNS) in detail. In addition to this
the linearized Euler Equations (LEE) are used to propagate into the acoustic far field and the results
are also compared to the DNS-data. With a two dimensional mixing layer in a subsonic test case and
a Reynolds number based on the initial shear layer thickness Reδω0 of 1.42 · 105 , a first application of
the code is performed. To investigate the shock-induced noise, a two dimensional supersonic mixing
layer with an impinging oblique shock is simulated. The results of the analogies for the shock-induced
noise are in good agreement with the acoustic far field of the DNS. The accuracy of the FWH-method
is better than the one of Lighthill’s analogy.

1. Introduction
Understanding and predicting the sound generation processes by supersonic turbulent jets issuing for example
from the exhaust of civil and military aircraft is an issue of great interest: Reduction of noise, polluting the
environment is desired and minimization of damage to engine or nozzle parts due to high-intensity sound radiated
by the jet ﬂow is necessary.
The supersonic jets considered here are either over- or underexpanded. Thus, a shock-cell structure exists
within the jet core, which gives rise to additional noise components, to be investigated here: Shock–associated
noise and jet screech.
Diﬀerent approaches to numerical simulation of noise generation within these jet ﬂows have been adopted
by the participants of this research project, conducted within the framework of CEMRACS 2005. While the
French group from École Centrale de Lyon focused on Large-eddy simulation of a planar, supersonic jet subject
to the screech phenomenon, the German participants from Technische Universität München performed DNS of
the isolated planar mixing layer–compression wave interaction.
In this way, it was possible on the one hand to capture the complete near acoustic ﬁeld including mixing noise, shock-associated noise and jet screech, and to demonstrate the capabilities of the LES method to
handle problems of this kind. On the other hand, the sound generation by interaction of turbulence with
the oblique compression/expansion structures, which is of fundamental importance within the phenomena of
shock-associated noise and jet screech, could be investigated in detail.
The CEMRACS 2005 event with a focus on computational aeroacoustics oﬀered an excellent opportunity to
deﬁne and perform joint work related to the supersonic jet noise problem. Propagation of sound computed by
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DNS/LES close to the jet or the mixing layer, respectively, into the far acoustic ﬁeld was selected as focus of
our work during CEMRACS 2005. Diﬀerent approaches to far ﬁeld sound propagation have been applied to
the oblique shock/shear layer interaction case; the methods used (propagation by Lighthill’s analogy, FfowcsWilliams and Hawkings analogy and linearized Euler equations) and the results obtained shall be presented in
the following.

2. Governing theory
In this section, Lighthill’s analogy and the FWH-method are presented. For both analogies the numerical
procedure is explained in detail. The used LEE-method is described at the end of this chapter.

2.1. Lighthill’s Analogy
Lighthill’s [24] 1951 idea was to make a rearrangement of the compressible and unsteady Navier-Stokes (NS)
equations into an inhomogeneous wave equation without any approximations or modeling. The right hand side
of the new found wave equation can now be interpreted as acoustic source term called Lighthill’s source:
∂ 2 ρ
∂ 2 Tij
2

−
c
Δρ
=
0
∂t2
∂xi ∂xj

(2.1)

where c0 is the ambient speed of sound and Tij is Lighthill’s stress tensor deﬁned as:
Tij = ρui uj + (p − ρ c20 )δij − τij ;

(2.2)

primed variables denote ﬂuctuations like p = p − p0 . Far away from the turbulent aerodynamic ﬁeld the tensor
Tij disappears and can be set to zero. So the sources only play a role in a limited volume including the turbulent
ﬂuctuations. As estimated by Goldstein [20] and Lighthill [24] the dominant part of the sources are the Reynolds
stresses ρui uj . Unlike most articles in the literature, where the other two parts of the tensor Tij are neglected,
we will use the complete source, since the deviation of the isentropic behavior (p − ρ c20 )δij plays a role for
supersonic cases.
2.1.1. Numerical algorithm
The solution of Lighthill’s equation is obtained using the three dimensional free space Green’s function. It
can be written for space derivatives of Lighthill’s stress tensor in the following form:
p (x, t) =

1
4π


V

1 ∂ 2 Tij
r ∂yi ∂yj



r
y, t −
dy.
c0

(2.3)

where r = |x − y| is the distance between the observer’s location y and the the source x. V is the volume
including all relevant acoustic sources. These sources have to be evaluated at the retarded time τ = t − cr0 which
makes interpolation between stored time steps necessary. This method was also used in [6] and diﬀers from the
method used in [34], where a Green’s function in frequency space is used to avoid interpolation in time.
Interpolation. The interpolation is performed using Lagrange polynomials (fourth-order) or, depending on
the case, WENO interpolation [26] (ﬁrst- to sixth-order), if the sources show strong discontinuities in time. It
is very important to choose the right interpolation scheme, because an unfavorable interpolation of the sources
at the retarded time can cause a high frequency noise in the acoustic far ﬁeld. In addition to this the recording
time step has to be small enough to take into account all oscillations of the source in order to guarantee a
physical ”correct” reconstruction of the source-term. In the present study a fourth-order WENO-interpolation
is used for most cases.
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Figure 1. Implemented window function; Example: inlet: 33%, outlet: 10%
Low-pass filtering. If the temporal resolution of the sources is too small (due to storage used), a low-pass
ﬁltering of Lighthill’s sources can avoid high frequency noise in the far ﬁeld. In the present study a Butterworth
low-pass ﬁlter was used to adjust temporal badly resolved sources. It has to be mentioned that the ﬁltering of
the source only reduces the high frequency noise but is not eﬀecting a better solution.
Integration. Subsequent to the interpolation, the sources are integrated over the source volume V . The
integration is approximated with the midpoint rule, which is a simple but fast method. An application of a
method with a higher resolution, like the Simpson rule, is by reason of the later explained ”QuickSort”-method
not such straightforward.
Window function. Most technical applications make it impossible to locate all sources in a closed volume;
e.g. in a jet a convective ﬂow transports the sources through a ﬁxed volume. It is therefore essential to add
special inﬂow and outﬂow conditions to the near ﬁeld. Otherwise noise from the region of the in- and outlet
would cover the far ﬁeld. In the present study, a window function fades the sources slowly in the near ﬁeld and
out on the outlet. It consists of two hyperbolic tangent functions and can be deﬁned by:


1
bv
1
tanh 2(x − xstart − )
(2.4)
f (x) =
2
2
bv

 
bh
1
− tanh 2(x − xend + )
2
bh
where the parameters bi , i = v, h modify the width of the window in- and outlet. These parameters have to
be adjusted carefully for each case. It could be shown that the width of the window in- and outlet has to be
at least as large as the distance of two convecting acoustic sources (e.g. vortices). In ﬁg. 1 an example of a
possible window function is presented.
Averaging. As described for example in Bogey et al. [6], it is necessary to calculate and subtract the average
of the sources in order to obtain a centered pressure ﬂuctuation. The new found source term is obtained by:
∗

∂ 2 Tij
∂ 2 Tij
∂ 2 Tij
=
−
.
(2.5)
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
The temporal average is thereby calculated over the sum of all stored time steps divided by their number:
 ∂ 2 Tij
∂ 2 Tij
≈
|z /N ,
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
z=1
N

(2.6)

Mean-flow interaction. In many technical applications the sound of the sources is emitted in a medium with
a more or less uniform motion (e.g. a jet engine, where the sound is emitted in a medium with the speed of the
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the ﬂow situation in the far ﬁeld with a moving medium (velocity u).

aircraft, propelled by the jet engine). For this case the free space Green’s function has to be adjusted to take the
mean-ﬂow eﬀects into account. If the medium in the acoustic far ﬁeld is not at rest the velocity of propagation
of the acoustic waves is no more uniform in all directions, but a vectorial sum of all concerned velocities. An
observer in an upstream direction of a source would hear their signal later than an observer in ﬂow direction.
According to this a mean-ﬂow in the far ﬁeld also aﬀects the retarded time (τ = τ (c)).
The problem can be formulated in vectorial notation:
c0 Δt + uΔt − r = 0,

(2.7)

where Δt denotes the runtime of a signal from the source x to the far ﬁeld y with the virtual observer location
y  (see ﬁg. 2).
In order to reduce the problem, the following simpliﬁcations are used:
• u = (u1 , 0, 0)T ; parallel mean-ﬂow
• r = (r1 , r2 , 0)T ; two-dimensional problem
The new found retarded time τ ∗ = t − Δt can now be determined to:
τ∗ = t −


1
Ms Δx −
2
c0 (Ms − 1)

Ms2 Δx2 + r2 ,

(2.8)

with the Mach number Ms of the parallel ﬂow in the far ﬁeld and Δx = x1 − y1 . Equation (2.8) has to be
inserted in a modiﬁed Green’s function:
p (x, t) =

1
4π|1 + Ms Δx
r |


V

1 ∂ 2 Tij
(y, τ ∗ ) dy .
r ∂yi ∂yj

(2.9)

Numerical issues. The solution of Lighthill’s analogy with Green’s function needs the information of the
acoustic sources stored over a certain period of time in order to evaluate the sound in a far ﬁeld with a certain
size. To calculate the acoustic ﬂuctuation at one point in the far ﬁeld, all this point’s aﬀecting sources have
to be taken into account. The calculation of more than one point (a ﬁeld) makes it necessary to read each
saved time step more than once which is temporal expensive. In the present code all existing retarded times
(nret.times = nnearﬁeld · nfarﬁeld ∼ 109 , for an average 2D problem) are sorted by their length to recognize which
source emits its signal in a certain interval of time. This interval is deﬁned by the interpolation procedure (e.g.
a Lagrange-polynomial of fourth-order uses a stencil with ﬁve nodes, so the interval could be placed between
the ﬁrst and ﬁfth node). In the present study the interval for the fourth-order Lagrange interpolation is placed
between the second and third interpolation value. So the interval has a length of 2 · Δt if the time step is
equidistant (this is not a mandatory condition). For the WENO interpolation the length of the interval is set
to 1 · Δt and placed in the middle of the stencil (depending on the order). By reading one stencil respectively
(e.g. ﬁve sequenced time steps), which deﬁnes an interpolation interval, a repeated reading of the saved sources
is avoided. Implemented is the fast QuickSort algorithm [21].
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2.2. Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings Analogy
Most of the above mentioned numerical issues are not necessary for the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings
method. The FWH-equation is based on Lighthill’s analogy and represents an advanced Lighthill-equation.
Again, the FWH-equation is a rearrangement of the compressible NS-equations and includes a source term on
their right hand side. Unlike Lighthill’s method, the sources are not stored in a closed volume with all the
turbulent ﬂuctuations but on a surface surrounding all acoustic sources and, in addition to this, in the area
outside this surface (Tij ). In most cases, the FWH-equation is applied to problems with moved bodies like the
sound radiation of a rotor blade. For this case the sources have to be taken into account on the surface of the
rotor blade and in the surrounding medium (vortices caused by the rotor blade). It is needles to say that the
sources surrounded by the surface - in our case the sources in the rotor blade - have to be set to zero. If one
tries to predict the radiated sound of a free jet, no solid surfaces are present. The surface, on which a part of the
FWH-sources are stored, can now be chosen arbitrary. It is however useful to choose a surface which surrounds
all the turbulent ﬂuctuations because all the sources Tij are zero outside the volume and, as aforementioned,
have to be zero in the volume, also. In this case, only sources on a surface remain and the volume integration
in Lighthill’s analogy turns into a surface integration for the FWH-equation which reduces the computational
costs drastically. It has to be mentioned that these FWH-sources are based on acoustic ﬂuctuations in the
acoustic far ﬁeld and not on noise generating turbulent ﬂuctuations in the near ﬁeld as they are the basis for
Lighthill’s analogy.
The FWH-equation in integral notation, for a free jet with no solid surfaces, is obtained by:
 
ρui
ni dS
r
τ
S

 
ρui uj + Pij
∂
nj dS,
−
∂xi
r
τ

4π{p (x, t) · H(f )} =

∂
∂t

(2.10)

S

with Pij = p δij − τij and the Heaviside-function H(f ) which is zero in the area surrounded by the the surface
S. The index τ indicates that the sources have to be evaluated at the retarded time, whereas the retarded time
can be calculated by eq. (2.8) to take mean ﬂow eﬀects into account. In comparison to Lighthill’s analogy the
FWH-sources are not a scalar but a symmetric matrix which increases the amount of storage about the sixfold.
This source-matrix is multiplied by the normal vector ni of the surface and then interpolated at the retarded
time. The interpolation scheme can be adopted from the Lighthill analogy whereas the integration has to be
reduced to a surface integration. All other numerical issues, like the window-function or the averaging and
ﬁltering of the sources, are unnecessary for the FWH-method.

2.3. Far-field sound propagation using LEE
A hybrid zonal approach can be implemented to predict the far-ﬁeld noise. In this approach, the near-ﬁeld
data provided by the DNS computation is extrapolated using a simpliﬁed set of equations, allowing long-range
propagation of acoustic waves.
In the present work, the two-dimensional linearized Euler Equations (LEE) are solved beyond an extrapolation
line, which is speciﬁed by the DNS near-ﬁeld. Assuming that time-dependent perturbations are small, and
keeping only the ﬁrst order terms in the Euler equations yields the LEE, given in two dimensions by,
∂E
∂F
∂U
+
+
+ H = 0
∂t
∂x
∂y

(2.11)
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where,
U
E

=
=

[ρ , ρ0 u , ρ0 v  , p ]
[ρ u0 + ρ0 u , ρ0 u0 u + p , ρ0 u0 v  , u0 p + γp0 u ]

(2.12)
(2.13)

F

=

[ρ v0 + ρ0 v  , ρ0 v0 u , ρ0 v0 v  + p , v0 p + γp0 v  ]

(2.14)

The term H , deﬁned as,
H = [0, (ρ0 u + ρ u0 ) · ∇u0 , (ρ0 u + ρ u0 ) · ∇v0 , (γ − 1)p ∇ · u − (γ − 1)u · ∇p0 ]

(2.15)

takes into account the mean ﬂow inhomogeneities, with u = (u , v  ) and u0 = (u0 , v0 ). The speciﬁc heat ratio
γ is equal to 1.4.
The LEE are solved using the low dispersive and low dissipative explicit numerical algorithms developed by
Bogey & Bailly [9]: optimized eleven-point ﬁnite diﬀerences are implemented to compute spatial derivatives,
and selective ﬁltering is performed with optimized eleven-point ﬁlter. Time integration is carried out by an
optimized fourth-order six-stage low-storage Runge-Kutta scheme [4]. The non-reﬂecting boundary conditions
of Tam & Dong [43] are implemented to model a free-ﬁeld space. More details on the extrapolation procedure
are provided in [5], where LEE are used to propagate screech tones predicted by LES into the far-ﬁeld.

3. Application
In this chapter, numerical results of the Lighthill/FWH -code and the LEE -code for two application cases are
presented. These are:
(1) Subsonic mixing layer (both velocities subsonic); computed with Lighthill’s analogy (two-dimensional
computation).
(2) Supersonic mixing layer interacting with an oblique shock; computed with Lighthill’s analogy, the FWH
method and LEE-propagation (two-dimensional computation).
To save computational time, the used DNS cases are simulated in a two-dimensional domain. It has to be
mentioned that in these idealized two-dimensional computations the acoustic source diverges from a real threedimensional case. As a consequence, eﬀects like the roll up and pairing of vortices might be stronger and lead
to a raised acoustic noise level. For a detailed description of the used DNS cases see [37].

3.1. Subsonic mixing layer
The subsonic mixing layer is forced with its most unstable frequency f0 and its ﬁrst sub-harmonic, in order
to achieve a vortex pairing at a more or less ﬁxed location. This vortex pairing is the dominant acoustic source
in this test case and emits an acoustic signal with the frequency of the vortex pairing (fP = f0 /2). Michalke [28]
showed with a linear stability analysis that this frequency can be determined to:
f0 = 0.132

uc
,
δω0

(3.16)

with the common velocity uc = (u1 + u2 )/2 and the initial mixing layer thickness δω0 . The parameters of the
DNS for this test case are listed in tab. 1.
A result of the DNS (near ﬁeld) for the vorticity and the divergence of Lighthill’s stress tensor (acoustic
source) is shown in ﬁg. 3, where the x-location of the vortex pairing seems to be around x = 90 · δω0 . This point
is the origin of the dominant acoustic source. In ﬁg. 4 the Lighthill -solution for this ﬁrst test case is presented.
For this calculation, mean-ﬂow interactions (eq. (2.8)) are taken into account.
The excepted sound with a wavelength of λP = 50.1δω0 is clearly visible in the far ﬁeld but also a high
frequency noise with no physical meaning. Their origin might be the interpolation procedure, since it is emitted
from nearly every point in the near ﬁeld. A cut through the far ﬁeld in y-direction is shown in ﬁg. 5 where
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Case
u1
0.4c0
u2
0.2c0
kg
μ0
1.824 · 10−5 m·s
(Air)
Reδω0
1.42 · 105
Table 1. Parameter of the DNS for the subsonic

I
346
157
nx
512
ny
384
mixing layer (test case one)
Lx /δω0
Ly /δω0

vorticity

Lighthill-source
Figure 3. Subsonic mixing layer; top: vorticity; bottom: divergence of Lighthill’s stress tensor
the emitted sound but also the noise is visible more detailed (including the ﬁltered case; see the following
paragraph).
In order to reduce the noise in the far ﬁeld, the Lighthill sources are ﬁltered in time with a low-pass Butterworth ﬁlter at a cutoﬀ-frequency of fcut = 2.5fP = 5.0f0 . Through the application of the ﬁltering, the noise in
the far ﬁeld of the Lighthill -solution could be reduced but also the amplitude of the acoustic waves is reduced.
In ﬁg. 5 a cut through the far ﬁeld is shown for both the ﬁltered and the unﬁltered case.
The inﬂuence of the parameters of the window function is demonstrated in ﬁg. 6, with a series of snapshots
of a small part of the far ﬁeld. Modiﬁed is the width of the window function at the inlet, while the width of the
outlet is kept constant at 26δω0 . To reduce the noise from the inlet such that it is negligible in comparison to the
expected dominant acoustic ﬁeld, the width of the window-inlet has to be at least 10.5 · δω0 which is about the
distance δs0 of two vortices, entering the near ﬁeld. This result emanates from ﬁg. 7, where the relative error of
the diﬀerent far ﬁelds, based on a far ﬁeld with a wide window-inlet, is plotted over the window-width bv .
A comparison between the DNS data and the Lighthill -solution is not feasible for this test case since the far
ﬁeld of the DNS is superposed by noise from the region of the forcing and the expected sound from the vortex
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Figure 4. Acoustic far ﬁeld; computed with Lighthill’s analogy, pressure ﬂuctuation ±5 [Pa],
WENO-4. The top left-hand corner of the ﬁgure is physically incorrect because of missing time
steps in the past of the mixing layer.

pairing is not visible. However, the Lighthill -solution is predicting the dominant acoustic noise source of the
vortex pairing with the expected frequency. In the following test case a comparison between the DNS and the
analogies is presented.

3.2. Supersonic mixing layer with shock
In this test case shock-induced noise is investigated. This is achieved by a turbulent sub-/supersonic mixing
layer with an impinging oblique shock. In contrast to the above discussed subsonic case, the mixing layer of
this test case is only forced by its most unstable frequency f0 to avoid a vortex pairing. As we will see, a vortex
pairing occurs downstream of the interaction point between shock tip and mixing layer, anyway. Although this
pairing emits a louder acoustic wave than the shock interaction, it won’t disturb us because shock-induced noise
is emitted mainly in the upstream direction and the noise of the supersonic vortex pairing in the downstream
direction (see ﬁg. 8 (left ) for details). In ﬁg. 8 (right ) the full Lighthill source including the acoustic far ﬁeld
of the DNS is visualized. The shock-induced noise is clearly visible in the upstream direction.
For the interpolation of the source at the retarded time their temporal evolution is important. The source
is stored with a temporal resolution of Δt = 1/(16 · f0 ). This seems to be a suﬃcient condition to satisfy the
Nyquist-criterion and to guarantee a physical correct reconstruction of the source (see also ﬁg. 9).
This chapter is closed with the solutions of the analogies (Lighthill/FWH) and the LEE propagation and
their comparison to the DNS of this test case. Again, a direct comparison is not possible because the DNS is
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Figure 5. Cut through the far ﬁeld in y-direction at x = 100δω0 divided by the wavelength λP
and measured from the middle of the mixing layer ySM ; ﬁltered and unﬁltered case.
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Figure 6. Far ﬁeld for diﬀerent parameters of the window function. Modiﬁed is the width of
the window function at the inlet, while the width of the outlet is kept constant at 20%. Same
color scaling for all cases (±5.0 [Pa])
Case
u1
1.44 · c0
u2
0.216 · c0
kg
μ0
8.365 · 10−3 m·s
Reδω0
1.90 · 103

Lx /δω0
Ly /δω0
nx
ny

II
346
85
512
384

Table 2. Parameters of the DNS for the mixing layer with shock.

calculating the total pressure and the analogies only the pressure ﬂuctuation. So the ambient pressure p0 has
to be subtracted from the DNS data.
Such a comparison has been performed in ﬁg. 11. The Lighthill -solution on the top right hand side of the
ﬁgure includes the acoustic sources in the near ﬁeld and the pressure ﬂuctuations in the far ﬁeld. Only small
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Figure 7. Relative error of diﬀerent far ﬁelds (ﬁg. 6), based on a far ﬁeld with a wide windowinlet, plotted over the window width bv divided by the distance δs0 of two entering dominant
acoustic sources (vortices)

Figure 8. Left: Instantaneous dilatation ﬁeld for the mixing layer with shock (DNS); color
scale ±100 [1/s]; Right: Instantaneous ﬁeld of the full Lighthill source for the same case (DNS);
color scale ±5·106 [kg/(s2 m3 )]
qualitative diﬀerences to the DNS can be seen in this visualization. Both amplitude and position of the two
calculations are in good accordance to each other. In a cut through the far ﬁeld the diﬀerences can be seen
more detailed (ﬁg. 12). A high frequency noise superposes the far ﬁeld of the Lighthill -solution and is most
dominant in the near of the mixing layer (y/δω0 < 40).
The strong derivation of Lighthill’s analogy, as it is shown in ﬁg. 12, is not clearly understood. However,
one main reason for this discrepancy might be the strong refraction eﬀect of the acoustic signal in the region of
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Figure 9. Temporal evolution of the full Lighthill source ( ∂xi ∂x
) measured at the interaction
j
point of shock tip and mixing layer over ﬁve periods T0

the acoustic relevant sources. This refraction eﬀect is particularly dominant in the case of the sub-/supersonic
mixing layer with shock. Lighthill’s analogy, with the use of a Green’s function, is not taking these eﬀects into
account, since the speed of sound is expected to be constant in the whole computational domain (see eq. (2.3)).
Similar to the method used for the derivation of eq. (2.9), the information of the local speed of the acoustic
signal should be included in such an analysis (like a modiﬁed retarded time). These eﬀects are negligible for the
FWH and the LEE method since the used sources are already in the acoustic far ﬁeld where a constant speed
of the acoustic wave propagation can be assumed (except for the eﬀects of a parallel meanﬂow, see eq. (2.9)).
The solution for the FWH-method is presented in ﬁg. 11 (bottom right). It includes the acoustic pressure
∂
(ρv), DNS) in the near ﬁeld. For this two dimensional
ﬂuctuation in the far ﬁeld and a part of the source ( ∂t
case, the surface integration turns into a one dimensional problem, so the sources have to be stored only on a
line (red line in the near ﬁeld of ﬁg. 11). This ”source-line” has to be placed on an appropriate location in
the near ﬁeld, which should be in general far away from any aerodynamic perturbations. To specify this place
more precisely, a parameter study with a varying position of the source-line in y-direction has been performed.
The resulting far ﬁelds of each diﬀerent source-line are then compared to the far ﬁeld of the source-line with
the largest distance to the mixing layer and their relative error is identiﬁed. In addition to this we use the
Q-criterion of Hunt et al. [22], which deﬁnes the zones where rotation is predominant, to measure the strength
of the aerodynamic perturbations:
1
(3.17)
Q = [rij rij − sij sij ],
2
with the strain rate tensor sij and the rotation tensor rij . In ﬁg. 10 both the L2 -norm of the Q-criterion and
the above mentioned relative error are plotted with a logarithmic scaling (to compare both curves an arbitrary
scaling is used). It can be shown that the Q-criterion is linked to the relative error and therefore acts as an
indicating value for the positioning of the source-line. In our case the source-line is well placed in a distance
to the mixing layer of at least 20δω0 . In addition to this we can see that the position of the FWH-surface
(”source-line”) is not sensitive, since the relative error is constant once we are in the acoustic far ﬁeld.
A comparison to the acoustic far ﬁeld of the DNS is included in ﬁg. 12. Apart from the superposed pressure
decay in the DNS, the amplitude, wavelength and the shape of the waves are in good accordance to the DNS.
The numerical noise in the FWH-far-ﬁeld is negligible in comparison to Lighthill’s analogy.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the Q-criterion (L2 -norm) and the relative error between the far
ﬁelds for diﬀerent positions of the stored sources. Center of the mixing layer at y = 0δω0
The results of the linearized Euler Equations are presented in ﬁg. 11 (bottom left) and, in a comparison to
the DNS and the analogies, in ﬁg. 12. The results seem to match with the ones of the DNS.

4. Concluding remarks
The Lighthill/FWH -code is implemented to evaluate the sound emitted by the Lighthill/FWH-sources with
an integral formulation. Diﬀerent numerical schemes for the treatment of the source are tested to determine
their inﬂuence to the numerical solution, like the inﬂuence of the window function, the ﬁltering and averaging
of the source and diﬀerent interpolation procedures. In addition to this, we compared the the results to the
LEE propagation.
A two-dimensional subsonic mixing layer was used as a ﬁrst application case for the Lighthill-sources. Although we observed a superposition of spurious high frequency noise in the far ﬁeld of the Lighthill solution, the
dominant frequency of the vortex pairing could be identiﬁed. The expected sound in the DNS was not clearly
visible in this ”small” computational domain, so no direct comparison to the DNS was possible. In order to
minimize high frequency noise in the far ﬁeld, low pass ﬁltering of the sources was necessary.
second test case was used to investigate shock-induced noise with the Lighthill- and the FWH-method and
also the LEE. It could be shown that the accordance between the FWH-method and the DNS was much better
than the one of Lighthill’s solution. Close to the near ﬁeld the diﬀerences between the DNS and Lighthill’s
analogy were most dominant. Far away from the aerodynamic ﬂuctuations, the position and the frequency
of the acoustic waves in Lighthill’s analogy match with the ones of the DNS, although the amplitude diﬀers.
Again, high frequency noise superposed the solution of both analogies. With a parameter study, the L2 -norm
of the Q-criterion was found to be an indicating value for an appropriate position of the source-surface in the
FWH-method. This value seems to be an important parameter to optimize the hybrid simulation.
In a comparison to the DNS, the solution of the FWH-method was not only better than the Lighthill-method,
but also much faster. The FWH method reached its solution at least 30 times faster than Lighthill’s analogy.
This is important for computational expensive three-dimensional cases. In addition to this the amount of
storage decreases for the FWH-method since the sources are stored on a surface and not in a volume, although
one needs to save a tensor instead of a scalar. However, the most important advantage of the FWH-method,
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Figure 11. Comparison of all used numerical prediction methods. Top left: DNS, (p [±600
Pa]) (for a more descriptive visualization, the area around the mixing layer has a diﬀerent color
scaling (p [±12000 Pa]). Top right: Lighthill solution, (p [±600 Pa]), including the source∂ 2 Tij
area in the near ﬁeld ( ∂xi ∂x
). Bottom left: LEE propagation, (p [±600 Pa]), far ﬁeld starts
j
∂
at y/δω0 ≈ 50, the near ﬁeld shows a part of the FWH-source ( ∂t
(ρv)) [±3 · 103 ]. The red
line denotes the location of the variables, used as input data for the LEE-code. Bottom right:
∂
(ρv))
FWH-solution, far ﬁeld starts at y/δω0 ≈ 50, near ﬁeld shows a part of the FWH-source ( ∂t
3
[±3·10 ]. The red line denotes the location of the sources, used as input data for the FWH-code.

in relation to Lighthill’s analogy, is that a modiﬁcation of the sources like windowing, ﬁltering or averaging is
needless. The results of the LEE reproduce the overall shape of the near acoustic ﬁeld provided by the DNS.
In comparison to the analogies, no high frequency noise is visible in the solution of the LEE-propagation.
Even though the analogies diﬀer from the DNS, it could be shown that Lighthill’s analogy and especially the
FWH- and the LEE-method have the ability to predict shock-induced noise.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the analogies (Lighthill/FWH) and the LEE-propagation to the
DNS, Pressure-ﬂuctuation.
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